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EVA LONGORIA TO RÉSIDENCE SUPÉRIEUR
Villa Oxygene Is The Next Magnum Manor

The international superstar from Desperate Housewives is the face of the ice-cream brand 
Magnum. For their latest commercial shot they handpicked Villa Oxygene of Résidence Supérieur 
in Cannes. 140 journalists attended the event on April 7th 2008. 

The founder of the Résidence Supérieur concept and lifestyle designer Richard Nilsson hosted 
Eva Longoria and Magnum in Cannes and Villa Oxygene and provided a pleasant stay.

Résidence Supérieur has become the hottest location on the French Riviera and the favourite 
choice of television channels, fashion magazines, connoseurs and sophisticated travellers in only 
4 years. The beautiful scenery of the French Riviera combined with the exclusive tailor-made 
concept of Résidence Supérieur and its architect-designed villas makes it the perfect environment 
for glamour and luxury.   

###

Please contact Richard Nilsson at phone number +377 680 86 10 95 for interviews, articles or 
more information.

Richard Nilsson can be appointed for exclusive interviews about the Résidence Supérieur 
concept and his work as an international lifestyle designer. 



RÉSIDENCE SUPÉRIEUR
BY RICHARD NILSSON

Lifestyle designer Richard Nilsson has designed Résidence Supérieur for men and women with a 
modern lifestyle seeking informal, sophisticated travel and accommodation solutions. Our range of 
individually designed Supérieur villas and gastronomic experiences has been carefully selected to 
delight all your senses. Résidence Supérieur´s concept reflect this approach, combining modern 
elements with classic style. 

Résidence Supérieur´s Villa Oxygene is situated in Super Cannes, the most elegant residential 
area in the vicinity of Cannes, just 10 minutes drive from La Croisette. Despite its proximity to the 
centre, Super Cannes is a quiet, peaceful area without noisy traffic and close to excellent golf 
facilities.

Résidence Supérieur is driven by passion to offer the best designed properties, in top locations, 
with the best services that can be arranged. Our properties are all owned or interior designed by the 
Résidence Supérieur in order to secure the architecture, design and quality. Your Supérieur holiday, 
conference or event can be supplied with butlers, exclusive car fleets, Michelin class chefs, private 
jets, body guards and any other service you may wish for. We tailor your holiday to your staying 
needs and lifestyle.
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